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Methodology / Materials

• Programme in experimental
sciences and Technology (UVICUCC)
• Research Group Information
Technology and Communication
in Primary Care (TICS-AP). IDIAP
• Institut Català de Salut (ICS)

Conclusions
To our knowledge this is
the first randomised
controlled trial of a
programme comparing the
efficacy of usual care with
a smoking cessation
intervention in pregnant
women involving a mobile
app.

Tobacco consumption is
the most preventable
cause of morbiditymortality in the world and
their effects during
pregnancy are specially
demonstrated as harmful
for mother and child.
The trial evaluate the
efficacy of a smartphones’
game for smoking
cessation among pregnant
women who attend to a
sexual and reproductive
health unit (ASSIR) in
primary care.

If effective, the modality
could offer a universal
public health management
approach to this common
health concern.

It is expected that the
percentage of ex-smoker
women in the intervention
group is significantly
higher than in control
group at the end of their
pregnancy and continues
postpartum.
Objectives
The main objective is to
evaluate the effectiveness
of a game for smartphones
in smoking cessation,
compared with the usual
intervention to stop
smoking during pregnancy
and its influence for
preventing relapse during
the postpartum period .
Also want to determine the
player profile among
pregnant women
participating in the trial
and evaluate the
characteristics of the game
and the effectiveness of
health-related apps that
exist in the market for the
improvement and
promotion of health of its
users.
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